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Dear Dr Roles,
This week's material brings back memories 0£ many ~ruitless hours
spent in trying to understand the octave!

Why

did it never lead

anywhere - wha. t is it tha. t was missing?

I am coming to the conclusion that in order to understand octaves

you have to begin with t:ria.d.s - perhaps that is what we never understood

before.

Triads explain the'na-mre of events at a given moment;

that moment into time, and you have octaves.

extend

Octaves a.re the extension

of triads in the fourth dimension - their extension in time•

:But not all triads - that is the interesting thing.
octave starts.

has happened?

Sooner or later it will change its direction.

Obviously the kind of triad has changed.

was an ascending triad and now it is descending.

Ara there

Suppose an
What

Perhaps 1 t

But what changed it?

certain triads which have a. discrete action at certain points

in the octave?

How much is known about such triads?

If we understood all this better we should
a. lot of fruitless effort.

obviously save ourselves

So clearly we dont know what to do when the

octave changes its direction - so clearly we still go on doing the wrong
thing.

Why

do we do the wrong thing - why cant we see what to do?

suppose we consider an octave in this

wa;y

as a complex chain of

different triads, in very much these.me way that the scientists consider
an organic molecule - as a complex chain of different groups of atoms.

Now the organic molecule represents a certain pattern of reactions - a
pattern, shall we say, 0£ physical reactions within the structure of a
living cell.

In the same way our octave represents a certain pattern -

a pattern of psychological reactions in the field of human behaviour.
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We can, in fact, imagine that each individual person has a characteristic
pattern - an octave of this kind which we can oall his 'gestalt ' - ·his typical
a.~d inevitable reaction to events in the world around him.

In the world of animals and birds .the octave chain is fixed - each
member of a given species has exactly
the same octave.

How can it be, for instance, that evecy cat in the world

goes through exactly the same movements in washing i tsel£ with its

tongue?

Why does every duck behave in the same way, every hen, every pig?

It is

this fixture of the same octave in .all the members of a given species

which enables ma.n to predict exactly what an animal will do - which enables
him to catch golden eagles, for instance.

:But man himself is different -

- in man there is a different octave - a different pattern - for each
individual person.

Each of us has his own characteristic way of

doing things - he starts in a. certain way, meets up against the sa.me
kind of difficulties, solves them by the same methods, ends up with
the same sort of result.

And all this is independent of the

circumstances - it is the same whatever he is doing, more or less.
Now I know this is rather a sore subject, because in the old days
we used to

think all this was connected with our •meehanioalness' ,

and as we had got the idea that meohanicalness was wrong, we thought we
should try to get rid of it.

:Bu.t the surprising thing is that the

meditation doesnt work that way at all.·

I dont know what you feel,

but I get the impression that the meditation has the effect of :filling
the intervals in these octaves - of. making them more fiexible, and
filling them with life, so that they begin to grC'NI new shoots, and
eventually perhaps to flower, and so bear fruit.
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The analogy of a growing plant is an apt one, for it is very
illuminating to study the actual processes that go on in plant biology,
and to relate them to this idea of an octave chain or pattern.

We find

that in the main stem of' the plant, so to speak, three octave chains

are interlocked.

There is the growth of the plant itself - its evolution

from a. seed - which we can imagine as forming the main structure·of'
the stem.

Then spiralling round this stem are two further processes -

the respiration of the plant - a process in which fuel is converted
into heat - and the regeneration of this fuel through the process of
photosynthesis.
So far so good;

but what of the.other three kinds of triad?

Do these also f'orm themselves into chains, or have they a different
f'orm?

We know that somewhere hidden within the structure of the

plant, for instance, is the peculiar infiuenoe which causes it to
specialise - to develop those special characteristics which make it,
sa:y, an apple and not a pear - or even a cox's orange pippin and not
a bramley seedling.

But haw this influence works we are far :from

olear, even thou:gh we know the form of the triad which belongs to it.
Clearly, this triad interpenetrates the whole octave chain, f'or
it exerts its influence on every pa.rt of the plant structure.

But there
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is another triad of quite a dif:ferent kind - the triad responsible for
the fertilisation of the plant.

Occurring as it does at a particular

moment in the development of the plant, and being responsible for
initiating a whole series of further chain r0aotions, this triad

clearly fills one of the intervals in our octavo.
is :filled, the plant eventually bears :fruits

I£ the interval
i:f it is not, the plant

continues as before, grows tall and even flowers, but this one thing

is missing ••••
And so in time the plant grC1111s old-and dies - returns to earth

and feeds it by deca.,-.

The last of the six triads has come into

its own - has taken charge, and the.octave is complete.

The hands

o:f the clock have turned full circle, and somehow, somewhere, a seed
begins to

grcm••••••

:But perhaps the greatest miracle of all is that

here, in this tiny seed, the whole structure of our octave is eontainedl

Yours,
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